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LOCAL GOVERNMENTS AND AIR POLLUTION
Over the past 25 years man has become increasingly concerned
about his environment and the ways he can protect himself from the
wastes he produces. This concern has manifested itself in action by gov-
ernment, industry, and individuals. There are at least two justifications
for governmental involvement: (1) government is the only institution
that can balance effectively the costs and benefits of fighting pollution;
and (2) one of the primary responsibilities of government is to provide
for its citizens' health and welfare which pollution affects. The following
discussion presents reasons why local governments should be doing more
to abate air pollution. It will review also what local governments can do
toward effectively fighting air pollution and the problems they encounter
in enacting and implementing their programs.
I. THE AIR POLLUTION CONTROL PROBL13M
For centuries man has been using -the ambient air to discard his wastes
without direct charge to the polluter. As the effects of air pollution were
realized, man began placing restrictions on emissions and types of fuel.
,The increase in cost of production caused by such regulations cannot al-
ways be passed on to consumers because as prices increase substitutes be-
tome competitive. Thus, industry has resisted from the beginning at-
tempts to regulate emissions. This resistance takes the form of potent
lobbies which, combined with the competition among municipalities for
'industry, create a major problem for local governments when they desire
to take action against air pollution. There are also legal, economical and
political limitations on local action. It is clear that local governments
cannot solve the air pollution problem alone. This does not mean, how-
ever, that they should abandon ship altogether. There is much that local
governments can and must do before the air will cease to be a threat to
human life and well being. Enforcement, monitoring, and public infor-
mation campaigns are critical in the fight against air pollution and can be
done best at the local level.
II. THE EFFECTS OF AIR POLLUTION
For 1969, it is estimated by the Environmental Protection Agency that
281.2 million tons of air pollutants were emitted into the ambient air of the
United States.' Approximately 51.5 percent (by weight) was emitted by
transportation sources and there is little that local governments can do
about this major source. Stationary power sources accounted for 15.8 per-
cent of the pollution, while industrial processes contributed 14.1 percent,
1 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ,THE SECOND ANNUAL REPORT O THiE COUNCIL ON EN-
ViRONmNTAL QUALITY 212 (1971) [hereinafter cited as SECOND ANNUAL REPORT].
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solid waste disposal sources accounted for 4.2 percent and miscellaneous
sources produced 14.4 percent. Of the pollutants themselves, carbon mon-
oxide, a poisonous gas, was most prevalent accounting for 54 percent.
Particulates, sulfur oxides, and hydrocarbons made up about 13 percent
each. Finally, nitrogen oxides accounted for 7 percent. Before discussing
what local governments are doing to control these pollutants, their effects
will be mentioned briefly.
A. Health Effects
Although air pollution affects man in many ways, the most important
effect is on his health. Most air pollutants are detrimental to man's health
in one way or another.2 The most serious are sulfur oxides, lead, and car-
bon monoxide. Donora, Pennsylvania, a city with a population of 14,000,
was the victim of a week-long smog in October 1948, which resulted in 20
persons dying, and almost 6,000 suffering aggravated illnesses.3 In De-
cember 1952, more than 4,000 persons died in London, England as a result
of similar conditions, 4 and an episode in New York City left 80 persons
dead of sulfur oxides in November 1966.
Lead, emitted as a particulate, is also an extremely hazardous air pol-
lutant, as the residents of El Paso, Texas and other cities are learning.6 It
is reported that in El Paso the American Smelting & Refining Co. has been
emitting large quantities of lead from its stacks It is inhaled directly or
settles on the ground where some may be taken up by food grown on that
land. Once in the human body, it causes lead poisoning which can result
in paralysis, and brain and kidney damage.8 Once a major problem in
paints, lead is now affecting man through the air he breathes. The major
sources are industrial processes and vehicles.
The third killer in the atmosphere is carbon monoxide, which inacti-
vates the body's hemoglobin. Motor vehicles are its primary source, but
other pollutants, such as ozone, nitrogen dioxide, paroxyacyl nitrates, alde-
hydes, and acrolein make up what is commonly called smog, which is
formed by the combination of nitrogen oxides and gaseous hydrocarbons
under the influence of sunlight. Smog causes eye and lung irritations. A
possible solution, though far from satisfactory, is to require everyone to
wear a gas mask. Besides being somewhat ludicrous, this fails to solve the
various economic effects discussed in the following section.
21d. at 105.
3 H. STILL, TH DIaTY ATMA. 137-38 (1967).
4Ad. at 135.
5J. DAvIEs IHI, THE POLnICS OF POLLUTION 119 (1970).
62 ENvmE RBP. CD. 551 (1971).
7 TIM, Mar. 27, 1972, at 71.
8R. Merliss, Lead Poisoning, 10 TRAUMA No. 3 65, 74-75 (Oct. 1968).
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B. Economic Effects
Although the threat to human life standing alone should be enough to
convince government that air pollution must be brought under control,
another reason is that air pollution costs money. In fact, it is costing the
American people more than $16 billion annually, which is more than $80
per personY Because of the difficulties in determining accurate costs, the
$16 billion figure is probably far below the actual costs. Besides the dis-
comfort of being sick and the sorrow associated with death, both illness
and death ultimately cost money. Presently, the cost associated with hu-
man mortality and morbidity resulting from air pollution is more than
$6 billion annually.10 The damage to materials and vegetation is assessed
at more than $4.9 billion annually, and property values are lowered $5.2
billion annually.' Thus it will cost far less to control air pollution than
to let it continue.' 2
Local governments can be most effective in controlling pollutants that
originate at stationary power sources, industrial processes, or solid waste
disposal plants located within their territorial limits. These sources ac-
count for 34 percent of the total problem. However, in attempting to con-
trol air pollution they will face numerous problems, some of which they
will be unable to resolve, and will have to rely on higher levels of govern-
ment.
III. ACTION BY LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Because the effects of air pollution originally were realized near the
source, local governments were the early leaders in air pollution control.
Beginning in the late 1960's, however, there was a trend toward consolida-
tion of pollution control. This trend is commonly attributed to federal
grant-in-aid programs, to recognition of the fact that air pollution is no
longer a local problem to be dealt with solely by local governments, and
to inaction by a majority of local governments. While this consolidation
has had various affects on local programs, ranging from a complete removal
of authority13 to expanding the existing authority,14 there remains a vital
function for local government in most instances. Local governments are
well suited for fighting air pollution, which fact apparently is recognized
by higher government levels as evidenced by their reluctance to entirely
9 SEcOND ANNUAL REPORT at 107.
'Dd. at 106.
1id. at 107.
12Id. at 120.
IsSee, e.g., ARK. STAT. ANN. § 82-1941 (Supp. 1969); R.I. GEw. LAWs ANN. § 23-25-19
(1968).
14 See, e.g., DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 7, § 6207 (Supp. 1970).
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preempt responsibility.15 There are good reasons why local governments
can play an important role in antipollution programs. These may be sum-
marized as follows: (1) a local program can be better coordinated;
(2) those localities that have established programs of pollution control
have acquired special expertise in the problems of their area; (3) specific
and detailed planning can best be developed at this level; and (4) the en-
forcement and follow-up programs are best assigned as a local function1 6
Notwithstanding these reasons, most local governments have failed to take
action to effectively curb pollution.'7 Those that do attempt to control
pollution continue to find themselves besieged with problems, both real
and imaginary.
A. Typical Local Code
Local governments have been experimenting for many years to find a
solution to the air pollution problem. The early regulations generally
prohibited the emission of dense smoke as a public nuisance. While this
method was free of cumbersome procedures, it contained certain short-
comings that limited its effectiveness.' 8 The modern trend is to regulate
the specific causes and sources of air pollution. A study conducted in Kan-
sas City showed that it is most beneficial to reduce air pollution most where
it cost the least rather than to cut it proportionately at every source.
There are various means available to local governments to regulate the
causes and control the sources of air pollution. Local pollution control
codes generally create an agency for administering the code 9 or designate
an existing department to be responsible for administration.20  If the
ordinance does not create a new agency, it commonly delegates the author-
ity to the health, building, public safety, or fire department. The advan-
tages and disadvantages of these are discussed in the report of the hearings
on the Air Quality Act.2'
15 F. GRAD, G. RATHJENS, & -A. ROSENTHAL, ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL: PRIORITIEs,
POLICEs, AND THE LAW 102 (1971) [hereinafter cited as ENVIRON tENTAL CONThOL].
'6D. RoHREi?, D. MONTGOMiERY, M. MONTGOMERY, D. EATON, & M. ARNOLD, THE
ENVIRONMENTAL CRISIS 193-94 (1970) [hereinafter cited as ENVIRONMENTAL CRISIS].
'7 In a poll conducted by the International City Management Association during the second
quarter of 1971, only 61 percent of the 60 cities with a population over 50,000 that responded
had air and water pollution abatement ordinances of one type or another. J. Zimmerman, The
Municipal Stake in Environmental Protection, 39 MuN. YR. BK. 105 (1972).
18 SECOND ANNUAL REPORT at 173. These "shortcomings" included problems due to proof
of such elements as standard of care, damages and proximate cause, the burden of which is on
the plaintiff. As for the availability of various defenses, and the lack of standing on the part of
individual citizens to successfully sue on broad grounds of public nuisance, see Note, Legd
Aspects of Air Pollution Control in Ohio 1971: Critique and Proposals, 40 U. CIN. L REV.
511 (1971).
19See, e.g., CHICAGO, ILL, CODE § 17-1.1 (1969).
2 0 See, e.g., AKRON, OH., CODE § 755.01 (1965).
2 1 Hearings on S. 780 Before the Subcomm. on Air and Water Pollwtion of the Sen. Comx.
on Public Works, 90th Cong., 1st Sess., pt. 3 at 1371-75 (1967).
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One very important function for which local governments are clearly
the best suited is that of monitoring-detecting the concentration of var-
ious pollutants in the ambient air on a permanent basis. Local govern-
ments have attempted several means of monitoring, but have been ham-
pered by a lack of funds, a problem common with all local government action.
Monitoring is a vital step in effective control of air pollution because it
then allows a municipality to tailor its program to its specific needs. New
York City has a network consisting of more than 38 stations by
which it claims to be able to keep the air of the entire city under surveil-
ance. Such systems enable the authorities to warn the public when pollu-
tion reaches dangerous levels. Elizabeth, New Jersey adopted an ordi-
nance22 under which owners of fuel-burning equipment may be required to
install an alarm which is designed to sound when smoke emissions exceed
permitted levels. Also in New York City owners are required to install
sulfur emission monitoring and recording devices.23 Although the rec-
ords from such devices may not be admissible as evidence in a criminal
proceeding, they can be a powerful weapon in gaining public support.
Another common feature of local codes is the license to pollute-com-
monly called a variance.24 This can easily become the weakest link in the
code if the variance system is not closely controlled. The polluter,
any person who causes the emission of pollutants into the ambient air, is
required to obtain an operating certificate which is theoretically issued only
if the emission source complies with established standards. The problem
develops when a particular polluter claims he cannot conform and seeks
special treatment. If the municipality gives in, it sets a dangerous pre-
cedent. On the other hand, if it refuses, pressure may be brought to slacken
the standards, which would be equally devastating. Therefore, if a local
government decides to incorporate a system of variances into its code, a
decision also must be made to hold its ground.
Primarily, local governments are concerned with regulating four pol-
lutants: smoke, particulates, sulfur oxides, and odors. 25 An attempt is
also being made to control automobile emissions, but such action is still
generally in the planning stage. The most common method of regulating
the emission of smoke has been setting limits on permitted density in terms
of the Ringelmann Chart.26 Probably the most notable example of rela-
2 2 Elizabeth, N.J., Ordinance 401 (1969). See also NEW YORK, N.Y., ADM. CODn §
1403.2-11.19 (Supp. 1971).
23NEw YORK, N.Y., ADM. CODE § 1403.2-11.10 (Supp. 1971).
2 4 See, e.g., NEw YORK, N.Y., ADM. CODE § 1403.2-311 (Su pp. 1971); CHICAGO, ILL.,
CODE § 17-2.56 (1969).
2 5 ENVIRONMENTAL CRiSIs at 206.
2 6 See, e.g., AKRON, OH., CODE § 755.08 (1965). Use of the Ringelmann Chart is criti-
cized in D. Henz, The Ringelmann Number as an Irrebuttable Prestmption of Guil-An Ot.
dated Concept, 12 CURRENT MUN. PRoB. 377 (1971).
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five success with smoke control has been Pittsburgh.-' Beginning in
1947 factories, homes, steamboats, and locomotives were required to bum
smokeless fuels or install smoke-consuming devices. By 1952 visibility had
improved by 77 percent and for that year alone it was estimated that $25
million was saved through reduced cleaning bills. But, local govern-
ments realize that smoke is not their entire air pollution problem, and
they have begun to experiment with other means of controlling air pollu-
tion. Not all programs have been successful because the enabling ordi-
nances are rarely enforced.2 8 Today many municipalities attempt to abate
particulates by setting standards as a function of the heat produced.' The
most effective control has been with respect to sulfur oxides. These are
produced when fuel is burned which contains sulfur-primarily coal and
fuel oil-and by industrial processes that use sulfur. Donora focused at-
tention on sulfur oxides. The primary means of control has been a change
to low sulfur fuel.30 The successes that have been realized have not come
easily. The American economy is based on energy and any regulation
that may bring about capital expenditures and changes in fuel costs is met
with great opposition.3 In Boston, for example, suppliers said they were
unable to supply low sulfur fuel.32 However, when the city refused to
yield, the fuel was delivered.
At present, most attempts by local government to regulate the pollu-
tion caused by motor vehicles are at the experimental or planning stage.
For reasons discussed below, it is possible, albeit improbable, that any such
regulation may be held invalid because of federal action already taken.
The two major means considered are outlawing the sale of leaded gaso-
line and curbing the use of private vehicles.3 4 The latter solution is one
which most Americans currently resent. As was noted above, automobile
emissions are a major source of such poisonous pollutants as lead and car-
bon monoxide. While the problem caused by lead may, to some extent,
be solved by banning the sale of leaded gasoline, the problem that is caused
by carbon monoxide cannot be solved so easily. Any solution will require
a fundamental change in Americans' attitude toward their private automo-
bile, a result which the automobile industry is sure to resist.
Finally, some local codes provide emergency powersP5 and public in-
27 H. SIL4. supra note 3, at 163.
28 SEcOND ANNUAL REPORT at 42.
2 9 NEw YORK, N.Y., ADM. CODE § 1403.2-9.09 (Supp. 1971); St. Paul, Mian., Ordinance
9275, May 10, 1969.
30 See, e.g., NEw YORK, N.Y. ADI-L CODE § 1403.2-1303 (Supp. 1971).
3 1 J. DAviEs 1II, supra note 5 at 116.
32 Address by Mrs. Suzanne Del Vecchio, N.1 .LO. Air and Water Pollution Panel M
ported in 34-B N.I.2..O. MUN. L. REV. 46, 51 (1971).
33NEw YORK, N.Y., AIDM. CODE § 1403.2-13.11 (Supp. 1971).
3 4 SEcoND ANNUAL REPORT at 42.
35 Id.
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formation services. 6 The former are very much needed if future episodes
such as those which occurred in Donora and London are to be avoided.
Under such provisions, when atmospheric conditions attain certain pre-
scribed levels, the city is empowered to order the curtailment or shutdown
of polluters until the condition passes. Public information services are
equally important since they may be the only viable means of combating
a large corporation which, for one reason or another, appears to be immune
to other action. This problem and others are examined in the following
material.
B. Legal Limitations
Many municipalities believe that they need additional legal authority
before effective action can be taken. 7 This belief .tems from the fact that
a municipal ordinance is valid only if the municiaplity has, either by en-
abling legislation or home rule, been granted power to enact such an ordi-
nance. Municipalities historically have dealt with environmental problems
under their police power. In the United States, the cases go back to 1884
when the Supreme Court of Illinois, in Harmon v. Chicago,"8 upheld an
attempt by the city of Chicago to regulate the emission of smoke and soot.
The city of Chicago had passed an ordinance in 1:381 imposing a penalty
on the
owner... of any boat or locomotive engine.., and the proprietor, lessee
and occupant of any building, who shall permit or -allow dense smoke to
issue or be emitted from the smokestack of any such boat or locomotive,
or the chimney of any building, within the corporate limits .... SO
The court found that this ordinance was a local police regulation which
the state of Illinois and the city of Chicago, by grant of authority from the
state, had full power to enact. Following Harmon, several cases in the
early part of -the twentieth century dealt with the constitutionality of
smoke and soot ordinances.
As is true of any ordinance, an ordinance designed to regulate and con-
trol air pollution must meet the due process requirements of the federal
constitution; that is, it must be rationally related to the control of pollu-
tion and sufficiently clear to inform those subject to the ordinance what is
expected of them. One of the earliest cases to contend with a challenge
to an ordinance on due process grounds was Northwestern Laundry v.
Des Moines.40 The action was brought by Northwestern to enjoin the
38 ENviRoNMENTAL CRisis at 205.
37 Forty percent of cities stated they needed additional legal authority. J. Zimmerman,
supra note 17.
38 110 II. 400 (1884).
39 Id. at 405.
40 239 U.S. 486 (1916).
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enforcement of a city ordinance which provided that the emission of dense
smoke in portions of Des Moines should be a public nuisance and prohib-
ited the same. Northwestern argued that the ordinance was void because,
inter alia, it was unreasonable. The Supreme Court rejected this argu-
ment, holding that the state may grant to municipalities the power to de-
clare the emission of dense smoke to be a nuisance. Northwestern also
argued that, since the ordinance's standard of efficiency would require the
remodeling of practically all furnaces that were in existence at the time of
its adoption, it made it economically unfeasible to continue business. To
this argument the Court responded that
[s]o far as the Federal Constitution is concerned ... the ordinance's ef-
fect upon business interests, short of a merely arbitrary enactment, [is]
not [a] valid constitutional objection[s]. Nor is there any valid Federal
constitutional objection in the fact that the regulation may require the
discontinuance of the use of property or subject the occupant to large ex-
pense in complying with the terms of the law or ordinance.4 '
Although ordinances have not been struck down for interference with
economic interest, several have been invalidated for failure to inform those
to whom they were addressed of a proscribed standard of conduct.42
Another objection commonly made to local government ordinances is
that they deny equal protection in violation of the fourteenth amendment.
This argument has been rejected invariably since 1916, so long as the ordi-
nance in question applied equally to everyone coming within its terms.43
Despite this early rejection, defendants have continued to argue a denial
of equal protection, either because the ordinance excepts certain classes of
polluters44 or because the ordinance applies only to certain types of pollu-
tants. 45 Such arguments have not been persuasive and a change in the
Supreme Court's position is not foreseeable.
The federal limitation posing the greatest threat to local action is pre-
emption. Because the federal constitution grants Congress the power to
regulate interstate commerce, federal statutes with respect to air pollu-
tion may be found to occupy the field and preempt state and local action.
Thus far, Congress has preempted control only over emissions from new
motor vehicles46 and over the setting of standards for various pollutants.4 T
41Id. at 491-92.
42 Verona v. Shalit, 92 N.J. Super. 65, 222 A.2d 145 (1966), aff'd on other Zrotnd, 96
N.J. Super. 20, 232 A.2d 431 (1967).
43239 U.S. 486.
4 4 Board of Health v. New York Central R.R., 4 NJ. 293, 72 A.2d 511 (1950).
4 5 Oriental Blvd. Co. v. Heller, 27 N.Y.2d 212, 265 N.R.2d 72, 316 N.Y.S.2d 226 (1970),
appeal dismissed, 401 U.S. 986 (1971).
4642 U.S.C §§ 1857f-1, 1857f-6a (1970).
4742 U.S.C. § 1857c-7 (1970).
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Further, the Court has never been anxious to find preemption. In Savage
v. Jones48 the Supreme Court held that:
The intent to supersede the exercise by the State of its police power as to
matters not covered by the Federal legislation is not to be inferred from the
mere fact that Congress has seen fit to circumscrib.- its regulation and to
occupy a limited field. In other words, such intent is not to be implied
unless the act of Congress fairly interpreted is in actual conflict with the
law of the State.49
The Supreme Court applied this principle in Huron Portland Cement Co.
v. Detroit,50 where the appellant challenged the application of Detroit's
Smoke Abatement Code to ships owned by the appellant and operated in
interstate commerce. The appellant argued that since the vessels and their
equipment had been inspected, approved and licensed to operate in inter-
state commerce in accordance with a comprehensive system of regulation
enacted by Congress, the city of Detroit could not legislate to impose addi-
tional or inconsistent standards. The Court found that:
The ordinance was enacted for the manifest purpose of promoting the
health and welfare of the city's inhabitants. Legislation designed to free
from pollution the very air that people breathe clearly falls within the ex-
ercise of even the most traditional concept of what is compendiously
known as the police power.51
The Court concluded that, since the federal statutes were aimed at safety
and the ordinance at pollution, there was no conflict and hence no preemp-
tion.
In Huron, the appellant also argued that even if the Court did not
find preemption, the ordinance was void because it materially affected inter-
state commerce in matters where uniformity was necessary. The Court
rejected this argument, finding that no impermissible burden on commerce
had been shown.
As can be seen by the above discussion, there are virtually no federal
limitations to local government action except concerning new motor ve-
hicle emissions and standards at the present time. With respect to stan-
dards, Congress has not said that local standards cannot be more lenient
than the federal standards, but the one prerequisite to obtaining federal
money is that the local government attempt to attain federal standards.
There are other factors that may persuade a municipality not to be more
stringent than the federal standards. Both facets of the variation in stan-
dards will be discussed at greater length below. The states, on the other
hand, can place, and do place in some instances, severe restrictions on local
government action.
48225 U.S. 501 (1912).
491d. at 533.
50 362 U.S. 440 (1960).
51 Id. at 442.
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A municipality generally receives its authority to act from one of two
sources: enabling legislation or home rule provisions. If the source is the
former, a municipality may be rendered powerless to adopt air pollution
ordinances by the legislature's failure, or refusal, to grant such power.
Even where the legislature has granted power to a municipality, such
is more limited normally than that of the state. For example, in the mat-
ter of enforcement a state may have available both criminal and civil rem-
edies, including equitable remedies. The local governments, on the other
hand, may not be granted power to adopt any civil remedies, and the crim-
inal remedies are often limited to misdemeanors.? The absence of any
equitable remedies can handicap seriously a municipality's efforts to abate
pollution. 3
The other source of power for local action is a home rule provision
either in the state constitution or by a state statute. This source of author-
ity also contains restrictions on local activity. For example, the Ohio con-
stitution provides:
Municipalities shall have authority to exercise all powers of local self-
government and to adopt and enforce within their limits such local police,
sanitary and other similar regulations, as are not in conflict with the gen-
eral laws.54
Under such a provision there are questions as to who is to decide, and
what are, the "powers of local government." There is also a question as
to when there is a "conflict with the general laws." Although the courts
have frequently responded to the obvious intention to confer broad powers
upon municipalities by interpreting the home rule provisions in their fa-
vor,55 there remains a question as to whether a municipality may carry out
particular activities. This is especially true when the state has already as-
serted a regulatory interest by enacting general legislation. Since most
home rule provisions provide that there may not be a conflict between
local ordinances and state law,56 the existence of the question as to whether
5 2 B&VIRONMENT.AL CONTROL at 156.
53 See, e.g., 34-B N.IM.L.O. MUN. L REV. 46, 56.58 (1971) (the efforts of Minneapolis).
54 Oro CONST. art. XVII, § 3.
55 T. Sandlow, The Limits of Mlunicipal Power Under Home Rule, 48 MINN. L REV. 643,
661-85 (1964).
56 See, e.g., OHo CONST. art XVIII, § 3. The Ohio General Assembly recently created an
Environmental Protection Agency. Act of July 24, 1972, Am. Sub. S.B. No. 397, OHIO Rnv.
CODE ANN. § 121.02(R) (Page Supp. 1971) Substitute S.B. No. 397 continues the policy of
not preempting the authority of local governments in Ohio to take action against air pollution.
In § 3704.11 it is stated that §§ 3704.01 to 3704.11
do not limit the authority a political subdivision of the state has to adopt and en-
force ordinances or regulations relative to the prevention, control, and abatement of
air pollution, except that every such local ordinance or regulation shall be consistent
with Chapter 3704. of the Revised Code, and shall include emission standards and
other regulations which are not less stringent than the emission standards and other
regulations adopted pursuant to division (E) of section 3704.03 ....
The only change made in § 3704.11 by S.B. No. 397 was a substitution of "Diretor of En-
vironmental Protection" for "air pollution control board."
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there is a conflict has the result that many local governments will "be
restrined in exercising their law-making functions."57  Since ordinances
generally enjoy the same presumption of constitutionality as statutes, this
hesitance is unjustified. It is more likely that such local lawmakers are
attempting to pass the buck and thereby avoid political pressure.
While smoke control ordinances are ordinarily within the statutory or
charter power of municipal corporations, there are instances where the
state has denied power to the local government expressly" or where the
court has held that a municipality has no power. The Supreme Court of
Minnesota so held in St. Paul v. Gilfillan,0 in which the city of St. Paul
adopted an ordinance prohibiting the emission of dense smoke. The court
held that the ordinance was void as an expansion, by the city itself, of its
own police power. But St. Paul is an atypical case in the development of
air pollution control. Most courts have recognized the problem to be
solved and, in the absence of express denials of authority, have affirmed
such ordinances as a proper exercise of the police power.,, The ordinance
is to be tested by its purpose; if the purpose is the safeguarding of public
health and welfare, any regulation or restriction embodied therein, having
a reasonable relationship to the hazard, is sustainable under the police
power.
The more common approach is for the state to enact an air pollution
code which grants local governments the power to adopt their own codes.
Under such circumstances the Missouri supreme court has held, in Bal-
lentine v. Nester,"' that where a city has the power to enact an ordinance
to regulate the dense smoke nuisance under state statutes, it is unneces-
sary to determine whether it has such power under its charter. However,
even where there exists a state statute granting power to local govern-
ments, a particular local government may be unable to take effective ac-
tion against its particular air pollution problem because many such stat-
utes limit the authority granted. The Minnesota statute, 2 for example,
does not allow local standards that are more stringent than state standards,
The better statutes, in theory though probably not in practice, are the ones
which require local standards to be consistent with or more stringent than
the state regulation.6 3 Theoretically, such a statute enables a local govern-
57 Note, Home Rule and the New York Contitution, 66 COLIJM. L. Ruv. 1145, 1154
(1966).
58 See, e.g., ARK. STAT. ANN. § 82-1941 (Supp. 1969); I. GEN. LAws ANN. § 23-25-19
(1968).
5936 Minn. 298, 31 N.W. 49 (1886).
1o See, e.g., State v. Mundet Cork Corp., 8 N.J. 359, 86 A.2d 1, cert. denied, 344 U.S. 819
(1952).
61350 Mo. 58, 164 S.W.2d 378 (1942).
62 MINN. STAT. ANN. § 116.07 (Supp. 1971).
63 See, e.g., COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. § 66-29-6 (Supp. 1971); DEL. CODE, ANN. tit. 7,
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ment to deal specifically with its particular problem. This type of statute,
however, leaves a local government free to ignore the problem and take no
action. Finally, there are state statutes that, in effect, require local govern-
ments to enact air pollution regulations." Under this type of statute, if the
local government fails to act, the state may do so and charge the local
government for its expenses. Because local governments suffer from lack
of funds and other related problems, such statutes may be necessary to
force local action.
Thus it appears that most local governments have sufficient legal au-
thority to adopt and implement a pollution code to control air pollution
from sources within their corporate limits. There are, however, various
reasons why many municipalities have chosen not to engage in an concen-
trated effort to control air pollution. This failure to act raises the most
significant limitation imposed on other local governments, namely that of
limited territorial jurisdiction. This effect can be illustrated by use of the
following hypothetical: Assume two neighboring communities located
within the same state but different counties; city Alpha is dependent on
major polluting industries for jobs and tax revenue, but has good topo-
graphical dispersion; city Omega is a cultural and commercial center with-
out major polluters, but is located where its neighbor's effluviums accum-
ulate in increasing quantities. In the hypothetical Alpha may not realize
it has a pollution problem and, in a sense, it does not. With appropriate
topography and wind patterns its industry's gases and particulate matter
may bypass the city's corporate limits under all but the most unusual cr-
cumstances. Since Alpha's enforcement powers are limited to its corporate
boundaries, its concerns are likewise limited. Absent complaints and lo-
cal damage, why should Alpha be concerned about its pollution sources,
especially when those same sources provide its wealth and security, and
those salutory industry products may not seem politically compatible with
an aggressive ecology program? Omega, on the other hand, has a pollu-
tion problem, Alpha's, and no means to solve it. No amount of local ef-
fort will cleanse or divert the airborne pollutants that both blow in from
across the corporation line causing damage and sickness and comprise
Omega's economic opportunities. The problem is still a local one.
Alpha's gases are thinning out as the square of the distance from its
stacks, but the municipal boundaries just do not happen to coincide with
the pollution boundaries. Regardless of the source of power, all grants of
power limit the municipality's authority to its corporate borders.6 The
local inspector of Omega, therefore, is stopped absolutely from enforce-
ment when -the source is outside Omega's corporate limits. Because mu-
§ 6207 (Supp. 1966); FL& STAT. ANN. § 403.182 (Supp. 1971); OuO REV. Coon ANN.
§ 3407.11 (Page Supjp. 1971).
4 See, e.g., ALASKA STAT. § 18-30-180 (1969).
65 See, eg., OHIO CONs'. ar. XVIII, § 3.
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nicipalities have only limited extraterritorial powers, the comprehensiveness
of Omega's local code is of no importance, since the polluter is not subject
to its provisions. This problem becomes critical if the air pollution control
inspector of the county cannot go into a municipality to serve violation
notices. In one of his many books, Professor Frank Grad summarizes
this problem in stating:
Since local governments have no extraterritorial powers and since state
governments rarely intervene in local intergovernmental disputes-par-
ticularly where the dispute has its origins in the activities of a private oper-
ator-there is frequently no agency that is responsible for abatement.00
The seriousness of this problem is demonstrated by his discussion of in-
stances when "inventive owners of manufacturing e~stablishments combined
to incorporate industrial enclaves as cities or villages as a defensive mea-
sure against -the imposition of pollution controls." ' In Ohio, for instance,
this could have a devastating effect since home rule powers are not imper-
ative.68
The remainder of this article will focus on factors which cause the par-
ticular local government, Alpha, to refrain from taking effective action to
abate air pollution from sources within its corporate limits. Among these
circumstances are procedural delays, funding, politics, structure within the
hierarchy of government and composition of the board responsible for
setting standards. The net result of these factors is that the local govern-
ment fails to enact a code that is both comprehensive and viable. There
are other factors confronting local governments over which they have lit-
tle or no control that will affect the type of action taken. These include
climate, amount of pollution and size of the municipality.
C. Procedural Limitations
The delays that are inherent in the enforcement procedures have been
one hurdle in cleaning up the air regardless of the enforcer. A prime
example of this is United States v. Bishop Processing Co.00 This case,
which was replete with conferences and hearings, stretched over more
than a decade. The action was commenced in 1959 to bring relief to the
communities in Delaware and Maryland affected by the air pollution stem-
ming from the appellant's chicken-rendering plant. When little was ac-
complished by 1965, the states of Delaware and Maryland sought help
from the United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare
(HEW). As the result of a conference held in 1965, Bishop was required
to take remedial action by the fall of 1966. After none was taken, the
66 ENVRONMENTAL CONTROL at 154.
67Id. at 121.
68 Shook v. Mahoning Valley Sanitary Dist., 120 Ohio St. 449, 166 N.E. 415 (1929).
69423 F.2d 469 (4th Cir.), cert. denied, 398 U.S. 904 (1970).
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Secretary of HEW called a public hearing that was held in March of 1967.
The Secretary instructed Bishop to abate the pollution control systems.
Again nothing was done by Bishop, who was willing to take advantage of
every possible delay. The Secretary filed a complaint in 1968 in federal
district court seeking to enjoin Bishop from discharging malodorous air
pollutants. In October of that year, Bishop proposed a settlement of the
case, and the dispute was settled in November. Bishop, however, continued
to pollute and, in September 1969, a second complaint was filed. Finally,
Bishop was ordered to cease polluting. This order was affirmed by
the court of appeals and the Supreme Court denied certiorari.70 Delays
such as were present in this case are not necessary and can be avoided by
proper drafting and planning of a code. For example, many municipal-
ities require certain classes of polluters to obtain an operating permit, with-
out which it is unlawful to operate." Such permits are only issued if the
polluter demonstrates that its emissions will be within the prescribed stan-
dards. Provisions are also made for inspecting the facilities annually and
for renewing the permits.
A second cause for delay has been the burden of proof which, in most
instances, is on the municipality; it must establish beyond a reasonable
doubt that the alleged violation occurred. This problem is also one that
the municipality can do something about and many have. In Philadelphia,
for example, the local code shifted the burden of proof to the polluter by
approaching a strict liability standard.72  Cleveland did so by incorporat-
ing such a shift in the permit system. There, the applicant is required to
convince the commissioner that it will not "create a condition of air pollu-
tion."73
The third means of delay-removal-is one that the municipality can
do nothing to correct.74 When there is diversity of citizenship between
the municipality and the polluter, and more than $10,000 in controversy,
the defendant may remove an action to federal court. This may result in
further delays. This tactic, however, is only available if the municipality
is seeking a civil remedy. Since, as was pointed out above, a city rarely
has authority to seek a civil or equitable remedy, this problem is current-
ly of little importance.
D. Funding
A more complex problem is that of funding. It is common knowledge
that all governments are short of funds. The Environmental Protection
70 398 U.S. 904 (1970).
71 See, e.g., AKRON, Of, CODE § 755.08 (1965).
72 See 34-B N.M.LO. MUN. I.. REV. 46,54 (1971).
7 3 See ENviRONmENTAL CRISis at 209.
74 See, e.g., 34-B.N.I.M.L.O. MUN. L. REv. 46, 56-58 (1971) (the efforts of Mirwespolls).
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Agency estimated that more than $200 million must be invested by 1976
in capital equipment for municipal incinerators to meet air quality stan-
dards,75 and it is estimated that annualized operating, maintenance, and
replacement costs of these facilities will amount to over $100 million by
1976. Because polluted air cannot be collected beyond its sources or be
transported -to a treatment plant, expenditures by local governments for
air pollution control are primarily for planning, enforcement and monitor-
ing. By 1975, a cumulative total of more than $23.7 billion will have
'to have been expended to control air pollution,78 of which the public share
is estimated to be $1.6 billion.77 Thus, even if cities are willing to take ac-
tion, they must obtain money to do so. Although their "potential tax ca-
pacity is large . . . they encounter significant barriers in realizing that po-
tential.17 8  The financial ability of local governments is reviewed in The
Environmental Crisis.79  Local governments rely heavily upon property
taxes for their income; they also rely upon the sale of bonds to finance a
large part of their activities, but such debt is limited by state constitutional
and statutory provisions almost everywhere. Local governments also may
raise revenue by imposition of an income tax. The Environmental Crisis
concludes:
There are serious questions whether localities should increase their taxes
in view of the problem of inequitable assessment, economic disincentives,
and industrial tax competition.... The localities should not bear a heavy
financial burden in the fight against pollution; it should be borne by the
states and the federal government, who are capable of bearing it.80
Local governments have expressed a need for more financial aid,"' and
the state and federal governments have responded to this need. The
states have attempted to aid local governments in solving the problem of
lack of money, and during 1971 states increased their financial support in
fighting pollution.12
Although the federal government has authorized grants to develop,
establish or improve governmental air pollution control programs, 3 such
grants are not available to municipalities acting alone.8 4 Therefore,
neither city Alpha nor city Omega in the hypothetical set out above could
receive federal money to abate or monitor air pollution. Local govern-
7 5 SncoND ANNUAL REPORT at 149.
761d. at 113.
771d. at 115.
78 ENVIRON'MNTAL CRisIs at 210.
79 Id. 210-20.
80 ld. 220.
81 Sixty-three percent reported a need for additional grants. J. Zimmerman, supra note 17.
82 SEcOND ANNUAL REPORT at 39.
8342 U.S.C. § 1857c (1970).
84 42 U.S.C. § 1857c(a)(1)(B) (1970).
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ments can participate in these funds only if two or more such govern-
ments combine to form an air pollution control agency. Authorization
for such a compact must be granted by the state. Thus if the state has
not granted local governments the power to cooperate for the purpose
of fighting air pollution, their only source of money will be the state. Sev-
eral states have granted such power; 5 those that have not should. For
those local programs that are eligible for federal funds, the amount they
receive, though substantial, is dependent upon the purpose for which the
money is to be used, but in any case is substantial. For planning, devel-
oping, establishing or improving a program, the federal share may amount
to as much as two-thirds of the cost. For maintaining programs or for af-
fecting national and secondary ambient air quality standards, the federal
share may be as much as one-half. Factors which are considered in deter-
mining the amount of the grant are as follows:80 (1) comments of ap-
propriate state officials; (2) feasibility of the project; (3) necessity of the
project; (4) estimated costs; and (5) probable accomplishments. To be
considered for a grant, seven papers must accompany the application. There
must be a description of the applicant's legal authority and responsibility
for administering the program. The applicant must describe the adminis-
trative organization and the air pollution problem. Not only must the
objective be stated, but also the program must be described in detail, giving
the specific measures to be taken. The applicant also must describe action
taken to establish a regional air pollution program. Finally, there must
be certification that the workable program has been adopted by the appli-
cant. Funds are also available for research and development.
E. Competition for Industry
There are reasons other than finances shortages and procedural delays
for explaining why cities like Alpha do not desire to fight pollution. Even
if Alpha and Omega could unite and thereby obtain federal money, Alpha
may still refrain from such action because of the competitive nature of its
industry.
One of the reasons most frequently advanced for explaining inaction
on the part of local governments is the economy. It is argued that each
local government is competing with other local governments to keep the
industry it has attracted and to attract more industry. The goal of clean
air is weighed against the fear of losing industrial ratables, and too often
this results in little or no meaningful action to control air pollution. This
explanation may be losing some of its credibility, since both state and lo-
cal governments are beginning to seek more nonpolluting commercial en-
terprises in lieu of industries that pollute their air and water. As this
8 5 See, e.g., N.C. GEN. STAT. § 143-215.3 (a) (11) (c) (Supp. 1967).
86 42 U.S.C. § 1857c (1970).
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trend gains momentum there will be less force behind the competition-for-
industry explanation of inaction on the part of local governments.
Where competition for industry prevails, the weakness of the local
code is often the provision for variances.87  While this competition also
exists among the states, at present it is more intense among local govern-
ments. Because industry means jobs and taxes, local governments stand
to lose much more in the short run than do the states, which because of
their size can more easily survive the ups and downs. This dependency
may even result in municipalities offering licenses to pollute to induce in-
dustry to come or remain. In terms of the hypothetical, city Alpha will
be willing to take no action against the pollution sources within its juris-
diction or to issue variances permitting such sources to go on polluting.
This will give it an advantage in attracting or keeping industry over the
city that earnestly applies its air pollution code, due to the high cost to in-
dustry of abating pollution.88  Such a license may be decisive in a com-
pany's choice of locations. The result is that no municipality can have a
stringent code unless all do. In Chicago, for example, there are two ma-
jor polluters, United States Steel Company and Republic Steel Company.
When the city removed the exemption for steel mills in 1963, four major
firms, representing 90 percent of the steel industry in Chicago, applied for
and received variances."' It is clear that until there are uniform require-
ments, such competition will persist and thereby render the local control
of air pollution ineffective. Such uniformity and coordination can be
brought about best by the state and federal governments.
F. Lack of Unification
The industry maintenance problem is emphasized by the lack of unifi-
cation among the various levels, and units of government. Some state
statutes provide for regional cooperation. Where there is no regional
program in operation, there are often overlapping local and state codes.
While such codes may in theory be consistent and complementary, fre-
quently there is a question as to which agency is responsible for enforce-
ment. As a result, each unit enforces its own code without adequate re-
gard to efforts by higher levels of government.01 This all points to a major
problem in the "lack of a unified policy and the disjunctiveness of regula-
tory and enforcement activities. ' '0 2 The federal government has attempted
to solve this problem by its regional approach." The boundaries of the
87 ENVRON AL CRISIS at 223-26.
88 SECOND ANNUAL REPORT at 153.
8 9 ENVIRONMENTAL CRISIS at 224-25.
90 See, e.g., CoNN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 19-520a (Supp. 1971).
91 F. GRAD, PUBLIC HEALTH LAW MANUAL 20-22 (1970).
92 ENVRONMENTAL CONTROL at 146.
9 42 U.S.C. § 1857c-2 (1970).
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regions are based on population and industrial concentrations as well as on
meteorological data and political boundaries. While they are not required
to follow state lines, most of the regions do so conformf' Despite criti-
cism, the regional approach remains the backbone of federal programs."
G. Composition of the Board
A further nonlegal limitation on local government action is the com-
position of the specific board which is given jurisdiction over the problem.
The boards are often made up of representatives from industry, profes-
sionals with special knowledge relating to air pollution, labor groups and
public groups." While on the surface this might appear to be a represen-
tative cross section of any given community, in fact, the result is that in-
dustry generally dominates the board, since most of the professionals are
not only employed by industry but also share its viewpoint. Likewise, the
labor groups tend to support management because if standards become too
strict, industry might cut back its work force to provide necessary funds,
or as suggested above, it might move to a new location. Such domina-
tion may be justified where the industry is vital to the majority of the
population in a given community, but such is not generally the fact.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Although air pollution is a national problem, it manifests itself differ-
ently in various locations. Thus there can be a sensible distinction be-
tween the agencies enforcing air pollution laws and those concerned with
standard setting and financing. Federal and state involvement is necessary
to assure the effectiveness of local programs.
Municipalities, because of their high concentrations of industry and ve-
hicular traffic, experience the bulk of the air pollution problem. Factors
such as size, industrial population, climate and topography require differ-
ent programs in different municipalities and, therefore, local programs are
important. However, there is much to be done at the local level before
air pollution will be brought under control and future problems avoided.
To begin, local governments need to give air pollution control a higher
priority. If the municipalities themselves do not embark on a course of ef-
fective action, then more states may do as Alaska has done and take over
pollution control, charging the municipalities for the expenses incurred in
doing so. Such action is undesirable from the local government's view-
point, since under such circumstances it would be unable to make use of
federal funds. Thus it would be plunged deeper in debt. Local govern-
9442 C.F.R. §§ 481.11-481.114 (1971).
95 See, e.g., O'Fallon, Deficiencies in the Air Quality Act of 1967, 33 LAw & CoNmn.
PROB. 275 (1968); Note, The Air Quality Act of 1967, 54 IowA L Rlv. 115, 135-37 (1968).
GENm -OTMNTAL CRisis at 225.
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ments, therefore, should enact and implement effective local air pollution
codes. They should adopt programs which include public information ac-
tivities, monitoring, emergency powers, short and long-range planning, and
abatement and enforcement provisions. Each of these is vital to a success-
ful program.
Local programs should continue to be financed by the state and federal
governments. In states where local governments lack the power to unite
against air polluters, the state legislature should enact enabling legislation.
This would not only enable local governments to make use of available
federal funds, but also aid in solving the problem of city Alpha's pollution
affecting the residents of city Omega.
Because unlimited territorial jurisdiction appears to be necessary to
control the effect of large corporate lobbying, the federal government
should not only continue its present policy of setting standards, but also
expand -those standards to cover all pollutants. State and local govern-
ments, however, should be free to promulgate standards that are more
stringent unless uniformity is required, as with mobile sources. This
would leave such governments free to regulate pollutants which they
find require more control within their borders. Not only should the en-
tire responsibility for setting minimum standards be removed from the lo-
cal level, but also any variances should be issued by the states or even the
federal government. Under such a system, the local influence of a large
corporation would be greatly reduced. This leaves enforcing, monitoring
and informing to be done by local governments.
Informing the public is important in gaining support against air pol-
luters and in applying pressure on these polluters to abate air pollution.
Increasing individual awareness of the pollution problem may foster per-
sonal action. Refraining from idling automobiles unnecessarily, forming
car pools and making use of mass transit systems will lessen the pollutants
for which individuals are directly responsible.
Monitoring and keeping inventories of emissions are necessary to de-
termine with specificity the air pollution in the community. These activi-
ties make it possible for the local government to tailor its program in terms
of fuel restrictions and land use to its particular air pollution problem and
to identify immediately the program's successes and failures. Monitoring
also enables the local governments to warn its residents of possible epi-
sodes and to take preventive action to avoid such. Monitoring and keep-
ing inventories is expensive; without federal and state aid it cannot be
carried on. Local governments, therefore, should unite when possible un-
der state law to meet the requirements of the federal grant-in-aid program.
To avoid episodes, as occurred in Donora, London, and New York, a local
government should provide its program with emergency powers. These
powers should enable the authorities, when an emergency condition exists,
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to order the curtailment or shutdown of pollution sources until the condi-
tion passes.
Another important element of a local program is planning-both
short-range and long-range. Short-range planning should set the immedi-
ate goals to solve problems that presently require action. Long-range
planning should be utilized to avoid future problems. This type of plan-
ning should provide land utilization and programs directed at the problem
caused by motor vehicles.
Next, local governments should provide for abatement and enforce-
ment. Abatement, in the form of fuel restrictions and traffic regulations,
can be tailored to fit the needs of the immediate area. Enforcement can
best be conducted by the local government, since it can observe the situa-
tion from day to day. Most local governments can take the above action
without additional legal authority, with the possible exception of uniting
to obtain federal moneys. Abatement and enforcement can be made more
effective by granting local governments the power to seek equitable reme-
dies.
The states, therefore, should confer power on municipalities to seek
equitable relief. They should also preempt responsibility for the issuance
of variances and ensure local governments the authority to combine to-
gether to fight pollution. If necessary they should enact legislation forcing
local governments to take action against air pollution. Local governments
must overcome the inertia that is currently resulting in inaction and enact
air pollution codes which enable monitoring, information and enforcement,
and which provide for emergencies. When this is accomplished, local
governments will be very effective agents in the fight against air pollution.
Frederick H. Zollinger, Jr.
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